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Abstract
Data mining models show great efficiency on acquiring knowledge 
for expert system classification. This study aimed at mining 
knowledge contained in landscape, from multi-scale spatial data 
using decision tree learning model and evaluating the classification. 
Classification and prediction are the two forms of data analysis. 
Here all the techniques of classification, are applied on spatial 
data base, is discussed. Spatial data base store information relative 
to spatial locations and support efficient storage, indexing and 
querying of spatial data. Firstly, spatial data containing remote 
sensing images of different spatial and spectrum resolutions, 
digital elevation models and geographical information data with 
different scales were combined together to make up a spatial 
data infrastructure. Secondly, field samples data is acquired as 
the reference and the related spatial data was extracted. Thirdly 
the expert rules needs to be developed by decision tree models, 
and then the rule base was used in a knowledge classifier. Finally 
information provided by multi-level spatial data would influence 
the decision tree learning by using enhanced classifier.
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I. Introduction
Spatial database contains huge amount of spatial featured data. 
These data are gathered from various resources such as satellite 
images, geological surveys, maps etc. As time passes more and 
more new data are added which makes the size of the database 
really huge. Spatial Database System (SDBS) processes spatial 
queries, which requires complex geometrical calculations [12]. 
Hence, processing power and memory availability are major factor 
for efficient execution of spatial queries. Classification [10] and 
prediction are the two forms of data analysis that can be used to 
extract models describing important data classes or to predict 
future data trends. Such analysis can help provide us with a better 
understanding of the data at large. The Decision Tree (DT) learning 
model [4], was more and more often used in RS classification 
[10]. The construction of decision tree classifiers does not require 
any domain knowledge or parameter setting, and therefore 
is appropriate for exploratory knowledge discovery. Decision 
trees can handle high dimensional data. Their representation of 
acquired knowledge in tree form is intuitive and generally easy 
to assimilate by humans. The learning and classification steps of 
decision tree induction are simple and [4], fast. In general, decision 
tree classifiers have good accuracy and Decision trees can easily 
be converted to classification rules [5].

II. Proposed Work
In supervised classification, the spectral features of some areas 
of known land cover types [1], are extracted from the image. 
These areas are known as the “training areas”. Every pixel in the 
whole image is then classified as belonging to one of the classes 
depending on how close its spectral features are to the spectral 

features of the training areas [9]. Each class of land cover is 
referred to as a “theme” and the product of classification is known 
as a “thematic map”. Training Image Data set Map images have 
a finite set of digital values, called picture elements or pixels.
The digital image contains a fixed number of rows and columns 
of pixels. Pixels are the smallest individual element in an image, 
holding quantized values that represent the brightness of a given 
colour at any specific point [6]. The colour of each pixel of an 
image is represented in the RGB colour model. In the RGB model, 
each colour appears in its primary spectral components of red , 
green, blue. So, we are considering some range of RGB values to 
classify the pixel with each of class labels. We have taken seven 
class labels such as:

Dense Forest (C1)1. 
Less dense Forest (C2)2. 
Grass (C3)3. 
Clean water (C4)4. 
Turbid water (C5)5. 
Bare soil (C6)6. 
Mountain (C7)7. 
Others (C8) (which are not classified)8. 

Table 1: Land Cover Types and Corresponding Colour in Map

Class labels Land cover 
types

Colour for 
classification

 C1 Dense Forest Yellow

 C2
Less Dense 
Forest Black

 C3 Grass Pink
 C4 Clean Water Cyan
 C5 Turbid water Dark Blue
 C6 Bare soil Brown
 C7 Mountain Green
 C8 Others No colour

A. An Improved Approach for Image Classification
An improved approach to classify the image is described as 
below:
1. As the image is represented in a RGB model. Each pixel is 
consider as the combination of red, green and blue values in the 
range (0-255). An array is taken to store the RGB values  of each 
pixel of an image.
2. The RGB values of each pixel compares with the RGB value of 
each class label. Accordingly, class labels are stored with respect 
to each pixel in that array.
3. Different other colours are used to classify each pixel visually 
Those are given below with respect their class labels.
4. A plausible assignment of land cover types [1], to the thematic 
classes is shown in the following table. The accuracy of the 
thematic map derived from remote sensing images should be 
verified by field observation.
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III. Analysis of  Proposed Algorithm
For simulating the performance of each algorithm and classification, 
the environmental properties were, Matlab version R2010a, 
Windows Vista operating system, Dual Core 2GHz processor.A 
map based image is taken for analysis.

 Fig. 1: Sample Image

Fig. 2: Implementation of Proposed Procedure on Sample 
Image

Table 2: Pixel Classification Using Proposed Procedure

Classes No of pixels are classified

C1 26344
C2 16577
C3 0
C4 0
C5 25653
C6 803
C7 2215
C8 7368 are not classified

Fig. 3: Decision tree for Training Data Set After Applying Proposed 
Procedure

A. Naive Bayesian Classifier
A second map based image is taken for classification by using 
naive classifier. In naïve classification [2], the image data set of 
first image is taken as the training data set for second image.

Fig. 4:  Second Image

Fig. 5: Pixel Classification by Naive Class Ifier on Second 
Image
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Table 3:  Pixel Classification by Naive Classifier
Classes No of pixels are classified
C1 1014
C2 302
C3 0
C4 0
C5 3279
C6 5213
C7 0
C8 8552 are not classified

IV. Comparison Results Analysis 

   
Fig. 6: Pixel Classification by Proposed Procedure

            
Fig. 7: Pixel Classification by Naive Classifier

Fig. 8:

Table 4: Experimental comparison between Proposed procedure 
and naive classifier

Classes
No of pixels are 
classified using 
Proposed procedure

No of pixels are 
classified using naïve 
classifier

C1 882 1014

C2 37 302

C3 0 0

C4 0 0

C5 4158 3279

C6 7754 5213

C7 93 0

C8 5436 8552

Proposed procedure can classify 5 no of classes whereas naive 
classifier classifies 4 no of classes of the taken  image. Naive 
classifier cannot classify class label 7 i.e. land cover type 
;Mountain. The proposed procedure can classify extra 3116 
number of  pixels.

V. Conclusion
The Proposed procedure classifies comparatively more pixel than 
Naive Classifier and also identifies another class. In high spatial 
resolution imagery [7], details such as buildings and roads can 
be seen. The amount of details depend on the image resolution. 
In very high resolution imagery, even road markings, vehicles, 
individual tree crowns, and aggregates of people can be seen 
clearly. Pixel-based methods of image analysis will not work 
successfully in such imagery.
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